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Address BUL- IT GLASS Ltd 
"Dobri Voinikov" street 35 
Varna

Country Bulgaria

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
* Construction and Architecture * Refrigeration Industry * Furniture Industry * Bathroom Equipiment * Glass Furniture * Tempered glass Various types
of special glass- laminated, safety, tempered, window pane packs, both with flat and curved glass. Sets of curved and flat glasses for refrigerated
display cases. Glazing of refrigerated and neutral corner modules A great variety of curved glasses to be applied in the production of furniture /see the
specification. Glass table boards in combination with originally decided bent glass legs. Glass sinks and shower cabins. Since 1st of March 2005
started the production of tempered glass with the following characteristics: Thickness of glass: 4 - 19 mm Type of glass : float clear; float colored; float
with с покритие /Low-E, stopsol etc./ Dimensions min: 300/160 mm Dimensions max: : for glass D = 4 mm 1220/2440 mm; for glass D = 5 - 19 mm
2140/3800 mm
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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